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We all do our best to avoid pain. But Dr Monty Lyman, a clinical fellow at Oxford University who is studying brain inflammation, is enthralled by it.
How the people who NEVER feel pain could transform medicine: A new book reveals how scientists hope to harness this superhuman condition
All audio and communication from the shuttle had been ... that something was wrong,” author Kevin Cook writes in the new book “The Burning Blue: The
Untold Story of Christa McAuliffe and ...
Challenger crew likely survived explosion before tragic plunge to earth
On 25 September 2017, the board of UK-based Imagination Technologies, founded in 1985 (and listed on the LSE in 1994), agreed to a take-over by a Palo
Alto-based, Cayman Island-registered private ...
Mapping China by the Numbers: Ambitions and Threat Vectors
The stark manifestations of racism and health inequity in 2020 have prompted leaders at Intermountain Healthcare to commit to a journey that addresses
conditions coursing through the greater society, ...
On the Journey Toward Health Equity: Data, Culture Change, and the First Step
For more details check out Natrona County Master Gardener’s Facebook page, the Natrona County website news page updates at or call 235-9400. In the
summer heat, nothing beats an ice cold drink to ...
Family Stuff
Or take the public’s view of the “defund the police” movement that gained momentum after the murder of George ... Kennedy, a law professor at Harvard
and the author of the forthcoming book ...
Is Wokeness ‘Kryptonite for Democrats’?
The plan was to begin introducing some with the Nimitz-class carrier that would eventually be the USS George H.W. Bush ... the John F. Kennedy, now
under construction and 81% complete.
Years late and billions more: The USS Gerald R. Ford is a lesson in how the Navy builds ships
But on Friday, the students at West Broward High School in Pembroke Pines were told that the book's distribution had ... of Black Americans including
George Floyd. In the days and weeks following ...
A Florida high school paused distribution of its yearbook over coverage of the Black Lives Matter movement
The founding fathers of the United States dreamt of a new world. They sought to minimize the authority of the government, initiated the first-ever
presidential system, and created a democratic ...
Future visions matter
Descendants of men and women who designed and implemented the New Deal keep the pressure on President Joe Biden to go big, but time is ticking.
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‘Time is running out’: President Joe Biden wants to go big like FDR, but window may close
From the First Walk on the Moon to the Auction Block. In a little over a month, humanity will mark the 52nd anniversary of man’s, Neil Armstrong’s,
first ...
One Giant Sale for Mankind: Armstrong’s Moon Mission Companions Auctioned
The Novel Perceptions team at the University of Wolverhampton has launched its final reader survey as part of the BBC’s Novel’s That Shaped Our World
project, asking readers to rate ten novels with ...
Final survey for BBC’s Novels That Shaped Our World launched
There are 10 major NASA facilities, including the Kennedy Space Center in Florida ... an oxygen tank ruptures and damages several of the electrical and
life support systems. The astronauts and ...
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